Data Sheet
Managing financial risk

Integrated market and
credit risk management
for insurance companies
Enhance risk management
of investment assets while
considering implications of
insurance liabilities

Highlights
–– Comprehensive financial risk analytics
–– Broad asset class coverage
–– Sophisticated scenario construction
–– Flexible portfolio construction
–– Proxy liabilities with replicating portfolios and other
approximating methods
–– Asset and liability management (ALM) and balance sheet
stress testing
–– Turnkey, cloud-based platform, including analytics
and market data
–– High-performance risk aggregation and reporting across
assets and liabilities
–– Lower total cost of ownership (TCO)

Insurers face mounting pressure to meet shareholders’
return expectations while maintaining a robust capacity to
meet their liabilities towards their customers. The specific
challenges include:
–– Shrinking margins due to the ongoing period of low
interest rates and increased market volatility
–– Pursuing a broader range of investment opportunities
to achieve higher returns, leading to potential exposure
to a wider set of option-embedded instruments and
interdependent financial risks that must be managed
against liabilities on insurance policies
–– Meeting customer demands for guaranteed returns
using increasingly complex life insurance products
–– Increasing regulatory and governance oversight into
firms’ risk-taking activities
–– Preserving a robust balance sheet while meeting longterm obligations to policyholders
–– Increasing technology and personnel costs, operational
risks associated with managing data, and analytics and
reporting tools required for financial risk management
IBM’s integrated market and credit risk for insurance
solution helps life insurance firms manage financial risk
of investment assets in parallel with risks from liabilities.
Insurance firms worldwide have implemented IBM financial
risk analytics for two decades to support their investment
and balance sheet management activities, within the context
of Solvency II in Europe and in other jurisdictions.
This solution helps life insurance firms address those
challenges with:

Comprehensive financial risk analytics
–– Analyze the impact of changes in market conditions on
the value of your investment portfolio under a variety of
time horizons and assumptions in market environments.
–– Help ensure compliance with investment mandates and
core risk indicators.
–– Factor in the risk of credit migration and default events,
in isolation or in correlation with market risk factors, to
analyze extreme left-tail events, such as a credit crisis
that could severely stress your balance sheet.
–– Analyze risks in total space or relative to strategic
allocation portfolios, tactical benchmarks or liability
streams arising from insurance policies.
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Broad asset class coverage
–– Include all instruments within your portfolio, across
desks, mandates and fund managers, to gain
a comprehensive view of your total exposures,
concentrations and risks.
–– Cover asset classes, such as publicly traded assets,
option-embedded bonds, alternatives, structured
products and private assets. Asset classes also include
bespoke over-the-counter (OTC) trades with accurate
cash-flow projections virtually any time.

Sophisticated scenario construction
–– Use a library of industry-standard models and
industry-leading methodologies, coupled with adequate
market data, to generate sophisticated scenarios
that complement your expert views on the market.
Scenario construction methods include sensitivity,
historical replay, hypothetical stress test, and
conditional macroeconomic, and single and multistep
stochastic approaches, such as Monte Carlo.

Flexible portfolio construction
–– Simulate changes to your portfolio composition, for
example, “what-if” changes in allocations across asset
classes or individual holdings.
–– Insert or remove hedge funds, securities
or asset classes.
–– Apply changes in mandates or benchmarks
to any portfolio.
–– Use the IBM portfolio optimization engine to initiate
and refine your asset allocation processes.

Proxy liabilities with replicating portfolios
–– Calibrate a replicating portfolio to the liability
cash flows from life insurance policies to proxy
their values and cash flows over time in a marketconsistent manner.
–– Combine the replicating portfolio with your asset
portfolio to project your net profit-and-loss distribution
and cash flows over different time periods.
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Balance sheet stress testing and ALM
–– Simultaneously stress and analyze risks on your
investment assets versus liabilities from insurance
policies using the replicating portfolios.
–– Identify cash-flow gaps, assess economic capital
adequacy and test the robustness of your
investment strategy.

Turnkey, cloud-based platform
–– IBM offers all the necessary infrastructure, software,
financial engineering, configuration and market data
to deliver the above functions. You provide the portfolio
composition and, if applicable, details of OTC trades and
liability cash flows. IBM can also provide the solution
as an on-premises solution or in a hybrid approach
consisting of part cloud and part on premises.

More efficient TCO
–– IBM deploys time-tested software components in a
security-rich cloud environment, populated with market
data and managed by a dedicated team of experienced
professionals. IBM has the service maturity, scale
and vendor relationships to provide an efficient TCO.
This solution meets modern service and operational
robustness standards for data security, data encryption
and high-availability service-level agreements (SLAs).

Evolving platform
–– IBM’s platform continuously evolves in a variety of
dimensions, including data coverage, assets modeling,
scenario construction methodology, reporting
interfaces, infrastructure modernization and more. You
benefit from ongoing IBM research and from the input
of the community of other customers.

Expert support
–– The IBM team of dedicated, experienced financial
engineers can help guide or supplement your own
experts in the domain of asset modeling, scenario
construction and risk analytics.

Conclusion
IBM’s integrated market and credit risk for insurance
solution, you can:
–– Obtain an integrated, detailed view of financial
risks applicable to your entire balance sheet.
–– Manage your investment portfolio with deeper,
broader insights into potential risks and
opportunities, with the analytics to support proper
governance and decision-making.
–– Analyze both market and credit risks, either
in a stand-alone mode or jointly.
–– Equip your internal experts with an infrastructure,
a common suite of analytical tools and the IBM team
of experts to further enhance productivity.
–– Achieve faster time to value and lower TCO.

About IBM Watson® Financial Services
IBM is working with organizations across the financial
services industry to use IBM Cloud, cognitive, big data,
RegTech and blockchain technology to address their
business challenges. Watson™ Financial Services merges
the cognitive capabilities of Watson and the expertise of
Promontory Financial Group to help risk and compliance
professionals make better informed decisions to manage
risk and compliance processes. These processes
range from regulatory change management to specific
compliance processes, such as anti-money laundering,
know your customer, and conduct surveillance and
stress testing.
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For more information
To learn more about IBM financial risk and regulatory
compliance solutions, visit ibm.com/RegTech and follow
us on Twitter @IBMFintech.

